Tolerances of Deinococcus geothermalis Biofilms and Planktonic Cells Exposed to Space and Simulated Martian Conditions in Low Earth Orbit for Almost Two Years.
Fossilized biofilms represent one of the oldest known confirmations of life on the Earth. The success of microbes in biofilms results from properties that are inherent in the biofilm, including enhanced interaction, protection, and biodiversity. Given the diversity of microbes that live in biofilms in harsh environments on the Earth, it is logical to hypothesize that, if microbes inhabit other bodies in the Universe, there are also biofilms on those bodies. The Biofilm Organisms Surfing Space experiment was conducted as part of the EXPOSE-R2 mission on the International Space Station. The experiment was an international collaboration designed to perform a comparative study regarding the survival of biofilms versus planktonic cells of various microorganisms, exposed to space and Mars-like conditions. The objective was to determine whether there are lifestyle-dependent differences to cope with the unique mixture of stress factors, including desiccation, temperature oscillations, vacuum, or a Mars-like gas atmosphere and pressure in combination with extraterrestrial or Mars-like ultraviolet (UV) radiation residing during the long-term space mission. In this study, the outcome of the flight and mission ground reference analysis of Deinococcus geothermalis is presented. Cultural tests demonstrated that D. geothermalis remained viable in the desiccated state, being able to survive space and Mars-like conditions and tolerating high extraterrestrial UV radiation for more than 2 years. Culturability decreased, but was better preserved, in the biofilm consortium than in planktonic cells. These results are correlated to differences in genomic integrity after exposure, as visualized by random amplified polymorphic DNA-polymerase chain reaction. Interestingly, cultivation-independent viability markers such as membrane integrity, ATP content, and intracellular esterase activity remained nearly unaffected, indicating that subpopulations of the cells had survived in a viable but nonculturable state. These findings support the hypothesis of long-term survival of microorganisms under the harsh environmental conditions in space and on Mars to a higher degree if exposed as biofilm.